Abstract-In the context of vehicular safety and entertainment applications, we focus on the design of a reliable medium access control scheme. Each vehicle is willing to form a network and regularly communicate with the other vehicles in its vicinity, forming a Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET). The information that is being communicated is short lived, and requires a very low probability of failure. In this article we assume that there is no central entity managing the medium access for the cluster of vehicles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short-range communications (below 500 meters) can be used in vehicular networks using IEEE 802.11 protocols, specifically WAVE or the Dedicated Short Range Communications standard [1] adopted by IEEE and ASTM International (ASTM E 2213-03 [2] ) and currently being promoted by the Intelligent Transportation Society of America and the United States Department of Transportation (also refer to SAE J2354 [3] ). Longer range communications have been proposed using infrastructure networks such as IEEE 802.16 (WiMax), GSM or 3G. Long-range communications using these methods are well established, but they usually require extensive infrastructure deployment. In the DSRC standard, 75MHz bandwidth at 5.9GHz is allocated to public and private vehicular communication applications [4] . The 75MHz bandwidth is divided into seven 10MHz channels. Among the seven designated channels, one channel is the control channel (ch 178) used mainly for broadcast traffic. Our focus is the Medium Access Control protocol (MAC layer) in ad hoc mode for broadcast communication.
The MAC protocol must be able to reliably deliver safetycritical messages. Due to stringent delay requirements of safety traffic, transmission delay of a protocol designed for vehicular communication must be very low. Furthermore, a vehicular MAC must be capable of supporting mobility and effectively coordinating tens of sources of broadcast type traffic.
The ad hoc MAC protocols presented here are topology transparent protocols that use repetition codes as their channel assignment patterns as explained later in § I-B. A few examples of the repetition-based broadcasting schemes for vehicular communications have been proposed [5] , [6] , and [7] .
In this work, we provide a detailed analysis for probability of failure of topology-transparent protocols, and propose optimal code-based schemes. We also study merits and drawbacks of a few code-based repetition-based systems and compare them to codeless approaches.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. We present the motivation and justify the problem in § I-A. In § I-B problem formulation is presented. We present our performance metric in § II and show how we separate channel, code and load. Next we introduce the applications in § II-C1 and § II-C2. We present proofs for some of the theorems in § III, and provide a conclusion in § IV.
A. Motivation
There are two main approaches for repetition based MAC for VANETs. One is based on "codes" assigned to vehicles in a cluster. Each code shows the time-slot in a time-frame during which the owner of the code is allowed to broadcast, should he have anything to send. In a codeless scheme, there are rules that govern how a time-slot is randomly picked for broadcasting by a vehicle. In a code-based scheme before a vehicle can start sending its messages, it has to "register" itself by picking up a code. The code should not have many potential collisions with the codes of other vehicles in the vicinity. When a vehicle joins a cluster of vehicles, or two clusters merge together, they have to make sure that the codes in the new cluster are not stepping on each other too often. In other words, a phase of checking and/or registration ensues a merge. A mechanism to free inactive codes should also be in place. A codeless repetition-based scheme does not require any "codeacquisition" part and therefore is easier to form. On the other hand, the performance of such system might be inferior to that of a code-based one.
Previously, randomized (codeless) schemes such as SPR and SFR have been proposed [7] and studied. Also, Positive Orthogonal Codes (formerly Optical Orthogonal Codes, or OOC, since they originally came from the context of Optical CDMA [8] ) and constant weight codes have been proposed [5] This full text paper was peer reviewed at the direction of IEEE Communications Society subject matter experts for publication in the WCNC 2010 proceedings.
978-1-4244-6398-5/10/$26.00 ©2010 Crown and successfully applied to the problem of MAC in VANETs. A modification of this scheme using network coding also has been proposed in [9] . The performance of POC has been shown to be superior to that of codeless schemes (SPR, SFR) [10] . To recall how SPR and SFR work, assume that some vehicles are active (have packets to send) in a certain time frame. Each frame has L time-slots. Each active vehicle has to select some of the time-slots of a frame and repeat the same packet in the selected time-slots. In SPR, the selection of each time-slot is done independently and randomly, with probability p 0 = w L . In SFR, w out of L time-slots are randomly selected. In a code-based scheme, the "1"s in the code that is assigned to a vehicle denotes the time-slots of a frame in which the vehicle is allowed to broadcast.
A problem with previous POC-based codes is that in POCs pairwise correlations of codes are the only major restriction (denoted as λ), which is good enough for a low traffic regime. However, when the probability of several nodes competing for the same time-frame is non-negligible, each one contributes to the packet loss, and it is the correlation of a code with the combined form of several other codes that plays a significant role. We use the common metric of frame failure probability, and study the performance of different schemes under this metric. We will analytically see that only in low traffic regime the performance metric is related to λ.
In addition, we note that with the same parameters, one can have different codebooks. Although these codebooks are similar in the context of Optical CDMA, they do not have the same performance in the context of repetitive broadcasting MAC protocols. For instance consider the following example, for n = 3 users, frame-size of L = 7 time-slots, and w = 3 active time-slots in a frame for each vehicle. Both codebooks A 1 and A 2 are POC codebooks, but their performance is different as shown in figure I-A. The codebooks differ in their last row. Each row in a codebook matrix is a code that can be assigned to a vehicle. Imagine the first two rows are assigned to two vehicles already in a network. If we use the codebook A 2 , the network will have lower performance degradation after the third node joins in. This leaves the actual parameters that control the performance to be studied. There is also another question: Are POC codebooks the optimal choice if one can use any code-based MAC scheme. The answer is, in fact, negative. An example shows that the choice of the optimal codebook depends on the traffic load, and also on channel erasure probability. Furthermore, POC is non-optimal for a wide range of possible values of parameters. As you can see in figure I-A, for low load (e.g., when for load p l < 0.35 in the upper graph) the code denoted A 222222 has a better performance. However when the load is high, the code A 441111 which has the maximum cross correlation λ = 2 performs better than A 222222 which has λ = 1. It is apparent that for a high load regime having a low λ is not helpful; give the same resources (mainly n, L), it is better to sacrifice λ, and try to free up more "singly booked" time-slots.
There are other applications for repetition based MAC schemes. In networks where nodes generate geo-significant short-lived "updates", or for other reasons acknowledgements cannot be used, repetition based MAC protocols can improve the reliability of the communication. There are several applications where nodes broadcast the changes they have made to the common (world) state. (virtual reality, ubiquitous computing, wireless gaming, field communication, etc.) It is often desirable that the lost packets be piggy backed onto consecutive packets, but the overhead forbids any coordination for retransmission within the same frame.
B. Problem Formulation
We assume a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). This type of network has the following characteristics: Power consumption is not a limiting factor. Processing and computation power can be moderate or high. Probability of packet loss should be very low. The network has a highly dynamic topology with known vehicle mobility models Additionally, we require a distributed medium access control.
For certain safety applications, each vehicle has to broadcast its messages to nearby vehicles, regularly. This leaves little room for feedback and acknowledgement-based (ACK) delivery insurance. The main communication scheme is often broadcasting 1 . However, these applications usually require a very low packet loss probability. In the absence of ACK information, repetition seems to be a plausible choice.
II. PROBABILITY OF FRAME FAILURE
We define the probability of frame failure (P f ) as follows. A message is sent in a frame being repeated in multiple time-slots in that frame. Consider one of the vehicles. The message is lost if that vehicle does not detect any of the message's time-slots by the end of the frame. In this article, we focus on optimizing probability of frame failure, as the main metric. Note that an POC set is not a set of orthogonal codes. Therefore, it does matter if there is only one contender or multiple contenders when one is trying to broadcast a message. As we will see, computing frame failure probability is more complex than just looking at the maximum cross correlation of two codes (λ).
For a given load (p l ), a common channel erasure probability (p e ), and a given repetition scheme, we define the average probability of frame failure (P f ) as the probability with which there is a node that does not receive any of the messages of another node in a time-frame.
To explain it further, assume node a is active in a timeframe. It will repeat its message in some time-slots. In some of these time-slots a is the only one broadcasting (call them a's broadcasting opportunities). a's other time-slots are lost because other nodes are also broadcasting. P f is the probability that there is a node, in the cluster of nodes, that loses all a's broadcasting opportunities.
A. Separation of Channel, Load and Code
We separate the frame failure probability (P f ) into three parts.
• Vector P l : depends on the network load (traffic) of the cluster. (binomial distribution of interfering nodes) • Vector P e : depends on the physical layer channel parameters (e.g., erasure probability, for this article).
• Matrix S: only depends on the repetition algorithm (e.g., the code that is used in a code-based scheme). We call this part the structure matrix of the repetition scheme.
Theorem 1.
where,
. . .
• For a code-based scheme, we have:
• For SPR we have:
for k = 0, 1, · · · , L, and, m = 0, 1, · · · , (n − 1).
• For SFR we have:
for k = 0, 1, · · · , w, and, m = 0, 1, · · · , (n − 1).
For the proofs refer to § III-A (for the code-based part).
Proofs for SPR and SFR are omitted in this article. 2 
B. Properties of the structure matrix (S)
Each column of S is the conditional probability distribution of the number of broadcasting opportunities (conditioned on the number of active contenders). Other than that, S has the following properties. 
Property 1 (Maximum Pair-wise Correlation). Note that maximum pair-wise correlation (λ, as defined in some of the previous works) of codes in

The last columns of S corresponds to very high load. If the load is 1, only the last matters. In fact, the last column is the distribution of the number of broadcasting opportunities when load is one.
Property 2 (Effective L). In code-based schemes, the value of L eff , number of occupied time-slots, can be obtained from S:
Please refer to III-C for the proof. In codeless schemes the equation turns to an inequality, with L eff being an upper limit for the right hand side in (6).
Property 3 (Constructing A from S). For simple S where S only consists of "1"s and "0"s, and satisfies other properties, it is possible to find a corresponding A.
Property 4 (Other Performance Metrics). S also appears in other performance metrics, for instance, in active throughput, defined as the average number of unique bits of information received by all vehicles in a cluster in a unit of time.
As an example, consider the two codes A 1 and A 2 mentioned earlier. Their corresponding structure matrixes are as follows. = O(nL2 n ) which might not be feasible for large n. Here we have assumed that checking A ∪ {a} − A = k is a single operation, which is an optimistic assumption. On the other hand, in one of the applications (refer to § II-C1) we need to compute S many times, which is infeasible for larger values of n given the exponential complexity of (3). To address this issue, we provide the following theorem that reduces the complexity of (3). 
Theorem 2. Assume X i is the subset of codes in
where
Refer to § III-B for the proof. Using (7) the complexity of computing S is O(n 2 w2 w ), because: There is a summation over all codes (n code). For each code there are at most 2 w possible choices of Y . For each Y , the value R a (Y ) is computed with O(w) operations. Then the matrixes U and V are formed and multiplied and added to the summation. This can take O(nw) operations. Note that w is a small integer, for instance w ≤ 5 is a realistic assumption. Since the complexity of computing is relatively low, it is feasible to have every vehicle compute it when they want to pick another code.
When the load is high, the last column of S is more important, since P l is larger in its last elements. Intuitively this is because when the load is high, most often the number of active contenders is high, therefore slots that are assigned to only a single code (slots with footprint of 1) are increasingly the only ones that succeed. 
2) Optimal Code Selection:
The incremental code selection can fall into local maximal points in each step which is not necessarily the global maximum. Simulations show that this happens. For a given set of vehicles, one can compute a totally new set of codes optimized for the given number of vehicles, load and channel parameters. To do this we can select a suitable value for L. Then we use the properties of the structure matrix, and find the optimal S. The properties of S together with the optimization goal translate to the following optimization problem:
s.t.
(10) can be turned into a convex optimization problem (use y i = log x i − log x i−1 ). We can impose the extra restriction for x i 's to be integer, which results in a simple and fair S, i.e., one that only consists of "0"s and "1"s. It is easy to find the corresponding A from such S.
III. PROOF OF THEOREMS
A. Theorem 1, Code-Based Schemes
Proof: Assume A 0 is the set of all codes in use in a cluster. It is also a matrix with each vehicle using the code in its corresponding row. Each column represents a certain time-slot in the time-frame.
Let weight of a, denoted as a , be the number of "1"s in row a. Let weight of a set (matrix) be defined as the number of columns that have at least one "1", or equivalently, the weight of the logical-or of the codes in that set.
For a time-frame, assume vehicle a is active (has a message to broadcast). Assume subset A ⊂ A 0 −{a} is also active (with probability (p l )
The weight difference between A ∪ {a} and A shows how many of a's time-slots remain interference-free (a's broadcast opportunities).
The probability of failure in this situation is p A∪{a} − A e . We have:
where, in order to set (1) and (14) in agreement, we defined S as:
In other words, n n−1 m S k,m is the number of ways you can pick a member a and m other members (set A) from set A 0 such that the weight difference between A ∪ {a} and A is equal to k.
B. Theorem 2, Code-Based Schemes
Assume X i is the subset of codes in A 0 that are inactive in their ith time-slot. Also assume a(j) denotes the jth active time-slot in code a. Let w be the maximum weight among all
is equivalent to saying that a's ith active time-slot is a broadcasting opportunity. So A ∪{a} − A = k means that A is a subset of exactly k members of Y(a).
For each a we are interested in the number of m-element sets A ⊂ A 0 − {a} such that A is the subset of exactly k members of Y(a). Let ψ k,m be the number of such sets.
Assume that
Note that X∈Y X is the set of codes using Y that will leave at least k free time-slots for a. So,
is the number of ways you can pick sets of m-elements from the above set. When Y is empty it should mean all the codes other than a, hence the definition R a (Y ) = A 0 − {a} in this case.
Lemma 1.
Proof: For a set R, define R m as the set of m-elements subsets of set R. Note that
which is a linear combination of sets. We will show that the coefficient of each set is either zero or one. 
In this case the only Y 's that may produce non-zero coefficients are the subsets of Y a,A . We have:
Using (17) we can compute S k,m for k = 0, 1, · · · , w and m = 0, 1, · · · , (n − 1). Figure 3 shows that the analytical value of probability of frame failure according to (1) and (3) agrees with a numerical simulation. The simulation used 10 6 time-frames.
C. Effective Frame Size
Proof:
. We have 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We defined a suitable failure probability metric and presented the problem of optimal code selection in repetitionbased broadcasting MAC for VANETs. We derived closed form equations that separate the channel parameter (in the form of erasure probability), network traffic (in the form of activity probability, or load), and the code (in code-based Comparison between the analytical and numerical probability of frame failure, for sake of verification of the analysis schemes) or the scheme itself (in two codeless schemes: SPR and SFR). We identified a "structure matrix" for each scheme. This matrix appears in the performance equations of all the schemes that we studied. It seems looking into the structure matrix is a useful tool for the analysis of repetition based MAC schemes. We have identified properties of the structure matrix to the point that it is possible to find optimal codes for a given scenario. We have also introduce applications of the theorems in the form of two code selection methods. A formula that leads to fast and feasible calculation of the structure matrix for a given set of codes has been presented.
